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a b s t r a c t

In situ irradiations of 15Cr/15NieTi and 15Cr/25NieTi model austenitic steels were performed at the
Intermediate Voltage Electron Microscope (IVEM)-Tandem user Facility (Argonne National Laboratory) at
600 �C using 1 MeV Krþþ. The experiment was designed in the framework of cladding development for
the GEN IV Sodium Fast Reactors (SFR). It is an extension of previous high dose irradiations on those
model alloys at JANNuS-Saclay facility in France, aimed at investigating swelling mechanisms and
microstructure evolution of these alloys under irradiation [1]. These studies showed a strong influence of
Ni in decreasing swelling. In situ irradiations were used to continuously follow the microstructure
evolution during irradiation using both diffraction contrast imaging and recording of diffraction patterns.
Defect analysis, including defect size, density and nature, was performed to characterize the evolving
microstructure and the swelling. Comparison of 15Cr/15NieTi and 15Cr/25NieTi irradiated microstruc-
ture has lent insight into the effect of nickel content in the development of radiation damage caused by
heavy ion irradiation. The results are quantified and discussed in this paper.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Austenitic stainless steels have been used as fuel cladding in
fast-neutron reactors for decades. These materials offer very good
required properties such as formability, weldability, compatibility
with sodium, corrosion resistance and very good mechanical
properties at the service temperature (400� Ce700� C). Neverthe-
less, austenitic steels are limited by void swelling under irradiation.
This phenomenon, discovered in 1967 by Refs. [2], causes dimen-
sional changes [3,4] and embrittlement [5] of fuel assemblies which
have to be replaced more frequently.

In the framework of the GEN IV Sodium Fast Reactors, the CEA
(Commissariat �a l’�Energie Atomique, French Atomic Energy Com-
mission) has been investigating the swelling mechanism of
austenitic steels in order to develop new materials, more resistant
to dimensional changes, for its future Sodium Fast Reactor (SFR)
es Mat�eriaux Irradi�es, CEA,
.
Desormeaux).
ASTRID. Currently, the most optimized steel is a 15Cr/15Ni alloy
(named AIM1) stabilized with titanium and used in the cold-
worked condition. In order to understand the microstructural
mechanisms behind the swelling phenomenon, several model al-
loys derived from AIM1, with different metallurgical states and
chemical compositions, have been studied after ion-irradiation by
[1]. Swelling under irradiation is dependent on various factors, such
as the dislocation density [6e8], precipitates [7,9,10] and the
chemical elements in solid solution [11e13].

Twomodel alloys,15Cr/15Ni and 15Cr/25Ni, both stabilizedwith
titanium, have been irradiated in-situ at the Intermediate Voltage
Electron Microscope (IVEM)-Tandem Facility (Argonne National
Laboratory) with 1Me V Kr ions. Those two model alloys had
already shown different swelling behaviour after Fe2þ[2 Me V] ion-
irradiation to 180 dpaKP [1]. The objective of this work is to better
understand the effect of nickel on the microstructural evolution of
austenitic steels under irradiation at low doses.
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Table 1
Chemical composition for major constituents of model materials as measured by
ICP-OES. Units in weight percent (except for*, units in ppm).

Alloy Fe C* N* Cr Ni Ti Mo

15Cr/15NieTi Bal. 950 49 14.3 16 0.42 1.5
15Cr/25NieTi Bal. 900 34 14.4 25.1 0.42 1.5
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2. Experimental

2.1. Samples description

The experimental materials 15Cr/15NieTi and 15Cr/25NieTi
used in this study are model alloys developed from the industrial
alloy AIM1. The experimental materials, made by Rouxel [1], are
shaped by rolling in a way to obtain a microstructure close to the
industrial alloy AIM1 (see Fig. 1). The composition of the ingots was
measured after casting by Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical
Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES). The major constituents are given
in Table 1. The main difference between those two model alloys is
the higher Ni/Fe ratio in 15Cr/25NieTi. Rouxel et al. have described
the different stages of the fabrication process and have analyzed the
final microstructure. In both model alloys, the grain size is between
20 and 60 mm, precipitates are phosphides in the matrix, (Ti,Mo)C
in the matrix and at grain boundaries, and M23 C6 at grain
boundaries.

In order to study the effect of nickel in solid solution on the
microstructure evolution during ion-irradiation, both model ma-
terials were aged at 800� C during 24 h after solution annealing. The
microstructure is recrystallized and the matrix is solute-depleted.
The choice of ageing conditions is based on selective dissolution
experiments and time-temperature-precipitation (TTP) diagrams
in order to precipitate solutes such as titanium or chromium
[14,15]. Because this treatment eliminates the effect of dislocation
microstructure (both alloys are similar), and the effect of solutes as
well as radiation induced precipitation (because elements have
been precipitated out), the specific role of the Ni-rich matrix can be
more clearly separated and directly studied.

Samples are 3 mm diameter TEM foils, about 100 mm thick,
electropolished to electron transparency on both faces with a so-
lution of 5% perchloric acid and 95% methanol.
2.2. IVEM experiment

Ion irradiations were performed in a Hitachi A-9000 trans-
mission electron microscope operating at 300 kV at the IVEM-
Tandem Facility (Argonne National Laboratory). The samples were
irradiated with Krþþ ions at 1Me V with a flux equal to 6.25 � 1015

ions m�2 s�1.
In the IVEM facility, the ion beam is oriented 30� from the mi-

croscope axis. The specimens were tilted between 5� and 20� from
the electron beam in order that they can be simultaneously irra-
diated by the ion beam and viewed using the electron beam. The
g002 direction spot, close to [110] zone axis, was used for imaging.
Both samples were observed using this same diffraction contrast.

A SRIM calculation shows that the displacement damage profile
varies very little with respect to the incident angle of the ion beam
when the angle is lower than 30�.
Fig. 1. Fabrication process diagram of the model alloys in this study.
Before the experiments, the samples were heated to 600 ± 3� C
by a warming resistance in the sample holder. The irradiation
temperature was chosen to reach the maximum swelling condi-
tions. The maximum peak temperature is between 525 and 550� C
for austenitic steels irradiated with neutrons [16]. Since the dose
rate caused by 1Me V Krþþ is much higher than that of fast neu-
trons, there is less time for thermal diffusion in between
displacement events. Increasing the temperature accelerates the
diffusion of point defects and allows time for microstructure evo-
lution processes to take place, thus compensating for the higher
dose rate. Accordingly, a temperature shift was calculated to allow
an equivalent number of thermal jumps per dpa to occur in ion
irradiation as in neutron irradiation. Following [4], the peak
swelling temperature for a damage rate on the order of
10�3 dpaKP s�1 is approximately 600� C, which is in accordancewith
experimental results [17e19].

Post irradiation characterization was performed at Penn State
University using either a JEOL 2010F field emission microscope or a
JEOL 2010 LaB6 microscope. Those two equipments operate at
200 kV.
2.3. Thickness measurements

In order to determine the density of defects in both samples, the
thickness of the areas observed and irradiated at the IVEM were
measured post-irradiation using electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS). The EELS log ratio method and convergent beam electron
diffraction (CBED) method are described in the literature [20e23].
The EELS method can be used when the sample thickness is com-
parable to or lower than the value of the inelastic mean free path of
plasmons in the material.

The inelastic mean free path of the 15Cr/25NieTi was estimated
using both CBED and EELS methods on a 15Cr/25NieTi non-
irradiated sample. The equipment used for this experiment was a
JEOL 2010F field emission microscope in STEM mode. The size of
the condenser aperture, the EELS entrance aperture and the value
of the camera length were chosen to yield a convergence semi-
angle equal to 5.2 mrad and a collection semi-angle equal to
42.8 mrad.

The CBED measurement (see Fig. 2A) yields a thickness of
142 ± 7 nm for the non-irradiated sample at the location studied.
The analysis of the electron energy loss spectrum (see Fig. 2B)
recorded on the same area gives an inelastic mean free path of
plasmons value equal to 110 ± 11 nm [23]. propose an empirical
formula to determine the value of the inelastic mean free path,
which depends on the values of the collection angle, the convergent
angle and the density of the material. The calculated value of the
inelastic mean free path of plasmons is 112 nm, which is very close
to the experimental value.

The EELS profiles of 15Cr/15NieTi and 15Cr/25NieTi areas of
interest (AOI) are shown in Fig. 2C and Fig. 2D, respectively. These
AOI correspond to the regions observed during the irradiation
experiment performed at the IVEM. The analysis of those spectra
gives a thickness of 150 ± 15 nm for the 15Cr/15NieTi AOI and
430 nm for the 15Cr/25NieTi AOI. Although several point mea-
surements were performed in the 15/25 area of interest and all of



Fig. 2. (A) CBED pattern of a non-irradiated 15Cr/25NieTi sample; (B) EEL spectrum of the area from where the CBED pattern was captured; (C) EEL spectrum of the 15Cr/15NieTi
irradiated area of interest (AOI); (D) EEL spectrum of the 15Cr/25NieTi irradiated AOI.
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them give a thickness close to 430 nm, this thickness value does not
seem realistic. The EELS method is not reliable for the 15/25 sample
because its thickness is much higher than the inelastic mean free
path. The incident electrons have several interactions with the
crystal and the thickness measurement is overestimated. Thus,
because the contrasts observed on the micrographs are good, we
consider that the thickness value for the 15Cr/25NieTi sample
could be between 200 and 300 nm.
2.4. Dose calculation

The damage profile of displacement per atoms (dpa) created by
ion irradiation was computed for a flux of Krþþ at 1Me V using
SRIM. The damage profile is considered to be the same for the two
different alloys. The model used is the modified Kinchin and Pease
quick damage estimate with the parameters recommended by [24]:
displacement threshold energy equal to 40 eV and lattice and
surface binding energy equal to 0 eV. The irradiation damage was
calculated using the following formula:

dpaKP ¼ x$F$t$M
r$NA

(1)

where:

- x: damage value computed with SRIM [ dpaKP ion�1 m�1]
- F : ion flux [ionsm�2 s�1]
- t: time [s]
- M : sample molar mass [kg mol�1]
- r: volumetric mass [kg m�3]
- NA: Avogadro number [atoms mol�1]

The dose rate profile is given in Fig. 3. Since the thickness of the
15/15 specimen is approximately equal to 150 nm, the average dose
rate is equal to 1.2± 0.2� 10�3 dpaKP s�1. In the 15/25 specimen, the
AOI is thicker. The average dose rate estimated for thickness be-
tween 200 nm and 300 nm is 1.1 ± 0.3 � 10�3 dpaKP s�1.

In order to compare the size of defect depending on the irra-
diation dose for both materials, the dose rate chosen for both
specimens is 1.2 ± 0.2 � 10�3 dpaKP s�1. Using these calculations,
Fig. 3. Dose rate profile calculated using SRIM.
the 15/15 alloy was irradiated to a maximum dose of 30 dpaKP and
the 15/25 to 20 dpaKP at a temperature of 600� C.

During irradiation, both samples were observed near the [110]
zone axis using the same diffraction contrast (g002) in 2-beam
conditions.

2.5. Statistical density processing

All the statistical densities were processed using the function
bkde (package KernSmooth) of the R software [29]. Density esti-
mation consists of a smoothing operation. There is a trade-off be-
tween bias in the estimate and the variability of the estimate: large
bandwidths (equivalent to bin size) produce smooth estimates that
may hide local features of the density; small bandwidths may
introduce spurious bumps into the estimate. The bkde function
gives a binned approximation to the ordinary kernel density esti-
mate. Linear binning is used to obtain the bin counts (every 1 nm).
For each diameter value where the density has to be estimated, the
kernel is centered on that value and the heights of the kernel at
each datapoint are summed, using a kernel bandwidth equal to
2 nm. This sum, after a normalization, is the corresponding density
estimation. An example of density estimation for the 15/15 spec-
imen at 1.08 dpaKP is shown in Fig. 4.

3. Results

3.1. Development of dislocation loops

In both specimens, the main irradiation defects observed were
defect clusters at low doses and dislocation loops at higher doses.
The defect clusters became visible at relatively low doses (<
1 dpaKP). At the beginning, small “black-dots” are visible, which are
interpreted as small unresolved defect clusters. These defect clus-
ters are frozen in the material, in contrast with the defect clusters
observed in feritic alloys which were mobile under irradiation [25].
The density of “black-dots” increases with dose and they become
elliptical, with a “coffee bean” contrast. As the loop diameter in-
creases, these loops may coalesce with each other forming a
dislocation network (this occurs at doses above ~1 dpaKP for the
15Cr/15NieTi and above ~1.6 dpaKP for the 15Cr/25NieTi) even
while more small defect clusters become visible. Thus, it is possible
to separate the loop evolution into three phases: nucleation
(Fig. 5A), growth (Fig. 5B-D) and the coalescence. The coalescence
of dislocation loops is shown by color arrows in Fig. 5: the two loops
pointed by red arrows in Fig. 5B coalesce in one loop in Fig. 5C. This
process is repeated in Fig. 5C, D and E by yellow and blue arrows.
This coalescence process leads to a dense dislocation network
Fig. 4. Histogram of loop diameter and density estimation for the 15Cr/15NieTi
specimen at 1.08 dpaKP. 1151 loops were measured in this case.



Fig. 5. Evolution of dislocation loops in the 15Cr/25NieTi specimen at (A) 1.08 dpaKP; (B) 1.62 dpaKP; (C) 2.16 dpaKP; (D) 2.71 dpaKP; (E) 3.25 dpaKP; (F) 4.33 dpaKP.
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which can absorb smaller dislocation loops (see Fig. 11D. 1 and 11.E.
1). When this step is attained, it becomes increasingly difficult to
identify the dislocation loops as such.

The saturation and coalescence of dislocation loops were pre-
viously observed by [26] in neutron-irradiated austenitic steels
between 5 and 10 dpaKP. The size and the density of loops will be
discussed in the following paragraphs. We also note that cavities
were observed in thin regions of both model materials at 20 dpaKP
and higher doses.
3.2. Habit planes of dislocation loops

For both alloys, the same dislocation loops are observed.
Dislocation loops were observed in two habit planes: {111} and
{110} planes. Most loops appear elliptical, likely as a result of their
habit plane being tilted with respect to the observation axis. Those
loops should be circular because this shape minimizes the loop
energy. Figs. 6 and 7, respectively, show the apparent shape of
circular loops in the {111} and {110} planes when the foil is tilted
near the [110] zone axis. Circular loops in {111} planes could be seen
along three configurations and circular loops in {110} planes could
be seen along four configurations.

The majority of the loops observed in both alloys (> 95%) were
identified as in Fig. 8 by comparisonwith loop schematic as located
on {111} planes. The visible loop orientations were categorized and
the angle of their major axis relative to the specimen orientation
were measured. As seen in Fig. 8, the angle between {111} edge-on
loops and the [002] direction should be 35.26�, whereas the angles



Fig. 6. {111} habit planes of dislocation loops.

Fig. 7. {110} habit planes of dislocation loops.
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measured were between 36� and 37�. Moreover, the major axis of
elliptical loops is orthogonal to the diffraction vector g002 and the
ratio between themajor andminor axis of these loops is close to the
theoretical value (3/2 x 1.22).
Fig. 8. {111} dislocation loops in 15Cr
As shown in Fig. 9, ({110} loop schema), some dislocation loops
lie in {110} planes: elliptical loops are oriented 35� with respect to
the diffraction vector [27]. has pointed out that stable interstitial or
vacancy clusters and dislocation loops in f.c.c material can be either
glissile in {110} planes ( b

!¼ ð1=2Þ〈110〉) or sessile in {111} planes
( b
!¼ ð1=3Þ〈111〉). We expect that the dislocation loops formed
here have these Burgers vectors, although this was not confirmed
by g.b. analysis during irradiation. This microstructure develop-
ment is in agreement with previous observations in the literature
which have reported the formation of faulted {111} loops which
after growing and reacting with other loops, rotate to the {110}
perfect loops [28,26]. The high irradiation temperature in this study
may enhance the kinetics for this evolution. In this study, the ma-
jority of loops are observed in {111} planes, but it was not
confirmed if they were faulted or not.
3.3. Size of dislocation loops

Even though the nature of dislocation loops appears to be
similar in the two model alloys, the kinetics of formation of those
defects is different. Fig. 10 shows the evolution of two areas in the
15Cr/15NieTi and 15Cr/25NieTi specimens at five different doses.
It is clear that the nucleation of loops appears much earlier in the
15/15 sample. In the 15/15 specimen, the first stable “black dots”
were observed at a dose around 0.15 dpaKP whereas they are
observed at a dose around 0.75 dpaKP in the 15/25 specimen. Some
unstable black dots were observed in the 15/25 sample between 0.3
and 0.8 dpaKP (defects appeared and disappeared) but stable defect
formation is only seen at higher doses. This suggests that an
elimination mechanism occurs for those unstable defects.

During the experiment at the IVEM, defect-denuded zones were
observed at 1 dpaKP for both specimens. These zones were a few
micrometers wide from the edge of the foil. This suggests that the
free surfaces of the foil are strong sinks for point defects formed by
irradiation preventing the formation of clusters in the thin regions
of the sample.

The size of defects was measured from the micrographs using
ImageJ. The defect size is equal to its diameter: if the defect is a
“black dot”, its size corresponds to its mean diameter; if the defect
/15NieTi specimen at 2,16 dpa.KP



Fig. 9. {110} dislocation loops in 15Cr/25NieTi specimen at 1,62 dpa.KP
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is an elliptical loop, its size corresponds to the length of the major
axis, which corresponds to the diameter of the circular loop in the
{111} planes. If the defect is an edge-on loop, its size is the length of
the visible segment. The number of defects measured at each dose
was on the average higher than 500 for the 15/15 specimen and
higher than 300 for the 15/25 specimen. The number of defects
counted reached more than a thousand when the density of defects
was very high. Statistical analysis of defect densities as function of
dose is needed to show the results properly as the amount of data is
substantial.

The mean loop size is plotted for both alloys in Fig. 11A and the
statistical size distributions of dislocation loops are plotted in
Fig. 11B, C and D. It is clear that loop growth is delayed in the 15Cr/
25NieTi alloy. At very low doses (< 2 dpaKP), the distributions are
concentrated because all the defects are small and have not yet
coalesced. For both alloys, all loop distributions spread when the
dose increases because dislocation loops increase and new loops
appear continuously. Despite the spreading loop size distribution, it
is fairly clear that the nucleation of defects occurs later in the 15Cr/
25NieTi alloy. The defect size evolution in the high Ni alloy is
delayed by about 1 dpa relative to the lowNi alloy (see Fig. 11A), the
two defect size distributions becoming similar at higher doses. In
Fig. 11A, the growth rate of dislocation loops (as measured by the
slope of the average loop size with dose) appears lower in the 15/15
alloy than in the 15/25 alloy. However, one must be careful in
interpreting these results: for doses higher than 1 dpaKP for the 15/
15 alloy, and doses higher than 2 dpaKP for the 15/25 alloy, many
loops have already coalesced with other small loops. The number of
loops measured between 1 and 2 dpaKP is significant (between 400
and 1200, depending on the dose and the alloy), which means that
many of the loops measured have already undergone coalescence.
Consequently, the mean loop diameter (Fig. 11A) is strongly
dependent on the coalescence process.

Although the average loop diameter gives a good idea of overall
loop evolution, a complementary method is to follow the growth of
a single loop. Performing the study in the IVEM allows to follow the
growth of individual defects as a function of dose. The growth of
dislocation loop diameter in individual loops was measured in the
two model alloys for several defects (5 for the 15/15 and 5 for the
15/25), starting at approximately the same diameter (~15 nm) and
which have not yet coalesced with other dislocation loops. The
results of these measurements are plotted in Fig. 12.

The growth evolution of those individual defects shows similar
slopes in both alloys: the estimated growth rate of loop diameter
varies between 8.5 and 12.5 nm dpa�1

KP for the 15/15 specimen and
between 9.5 and 13.5 nm dpa�1

KP for the 15/25 specimen. Note that
the growth delay for the 15Cr/25NieTi steel is approximately equal
to 0.7 dpaKP, which is close to the value found for the delay in
nucleation dose. Note also that the calculation from Zinkle and co-
workers indicate that faulted loops with a diameter in excess of
30 nm should be unstable with respect to unfaulting to perfect
loops [28].
3.4. Density of dislocation loops

This section reports on the density of loops formed during
irradiation. Since as mentioned above, the majority of loops were
faulted, we report only on the density of faulted loops. This was
partly confirmed by quantitative dislocation loop analysis per-
formed on a 15/15 cold-worked sample irradiated up to 5 dpa (with
the exact same conditions used to irradiate both 15/15 and 15/25
sample mentioned in IVEM experiment section). In that case,
analysis shows that all loops are faulted. As the loops grow it is
possible that some degree of loop unfaulting has taken place. It
would be certainly be desirable to evaluate its extent by performing
more detailed post irradiation analysis, which due to the damaged
state of the samples is not possible to do.

In both alloys, the loop density was estimated as follows: for
different areas (300 � 300 nm2) of the irradiated region of interest,
{111} elliptical loops were counted. Those defects are more easily
visible than edge-on loops. Also, as stated above, the {111} loop
density appears to be much higher than the {110} loop density.
Consequently, only the {111} loop density is studied in this section.
The probability that one loop is formed in one of the four {111}
planes is the same. Two of those planes appear edge-on and the two
others appear sloped (~ 35�) with respect to the observation axis. If
the elliptical loops are the only defects counted, the total amount of
{111} defects should be doubled to consider the edge-on defects.



Fig. 10. Bright-field micrographs of 15Cr/15NieTi (1) and 15Cr/25NieTi (2) irradiated areas at five different doses: (A) 0 dpaKP; (B) 0.32 dpaKP; (C) 0.76 dpaKP; (D) 1.08 dpaKP; (E) 2.16
dpaKP; (F) 3.25 dpaKP.
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This amount of loops is divided by the total volume of the studied
area, which depends on the sample thickness. For the 15/15 spec-
imen, the thickness is equal to 150 ± 15 nm. The loop density for the
15/15 alloy is plotted as function of the dose in blue in Fig. 13. For
the 15/25 specimen, which is thicker, it is more difficult to estimate
the density because the sample thickness is not clearly known. In
Fig. 13, the 15/25 loop densities, calculated with a thickness esti-
mation of 200 nm and 300 nm, are plotted in red and purple
respectively.

For both model alloys, the loop density increases quickly when
the defect clusters are small “black dots” and then it diminishes
because the defects coalesce with each other to form larger loops
and eventually the dislocation network. In agreement with what
was observed above, the loop nucleation appears at a higher dose
(~0.75 dpaKP) for the 15/25 alloy.

3.5. Cavities

Towards the end of the irradiation (20 dpaKP), cavities were
observed to form in both alloys (see Fig. 14). It was only possible to
see those cavities in thin areas, where no dislocation loop was
observed, using the overfocus/underfocus method. The average
diameter of the cavities is below 5 nm. The density of those defects
appears to be similar in the two alloys, and they appear homoge-
nously dispersed in the grains. The fact that voids were only
observed in the thin regions suggests that this is a thin foil effect.
Nevertheless, this illustrates an excess of vacancies defects in the
lattice, as discussed below.

4. Discussion

As discussed in the previous sections, the microstructure evo-
lution under ion irradiation consisted of various stages: (i)
appearance of visible clusters (black dot damage), (ii) defect clus-
ters develop coffee bean contrast and grow, (iii) loops start coa-
lescing with each other to form a dislocation network and (iv) at
very high doses, small voids start to appear. The nature of the de-
fects was similar in both alloys: the most common loop identified
was one of the four variants of loops with a habit plane of {111}
while a smaller percentage (1e5%) was constituted of {110}-type
loops. Although the Burgers vector was not specifically determined,
it is thought they are respectively b

!¼ ð1=3Þ〈111〉 and
b
!¼ ð1=2Þ〈110〉[27].

Nucleation of the visible defect clusters was faster on the 15e15
(lower Ni content) sample than on the 15e25 (higher Ni content)
sample, happening at 0.15 dpaKP in the former and 0.75 dpaKP in the
latter. Once nucleated, the growth rate of the loops was similar (and
rapid) in both alloys, indicating that loop formation is a nucleation-
controlled process and that the effect of Ni is to retard the nucle-
ation of the visible defects. At higher doses, the loop density starts
to decrease, as loops start to coalesce.

Clearly the formation of visible loops (containing at least ~ 100
atoms) occurs gradually, requiring the formation of several classes
of sub-visible clusters which absorb other mobile clusters or coa-
lesce with other clusters to form the large visible clusters. To model
this process properly, cluster dynamics should be used, in which
rate equations are written for each of the defect size classes and
rate constants derived for the transitions between different defect
cluster sizes [30].
Fig. 11. Measures of dislocation loop size: (A) Mean loop diameter versus irradiation
dose (dpa); (B) Statistical densities of loop sizes for the 15/15 model alloy; (C) Statis-
tical densities of loop sizes for the 15/25 model alloy.



Fig. 12. Growth of several individual dislocation loops in 15Cr/15NieTi and 15Cr/
25NieTi alloys. The measurement error is ± 2 nm.

Fig. 13. Evolution of loop density in both alloys and fits according to equation (5).
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This process (formation and annihilation of loops) can be
roughly described using a semi-empirical model in two stages: the
creation of loops by clustering of small defects and the coalescence
of such loops. These two stages have different rate constants: for-
mation rate k1 and annihilation rate k2.

small defects �����!k1

clustering
dislocation loops (2)

dislocation loops �����!k2

coalescence
dislocation lines (3)

The integration of the kinetic equation (4) gives the evolution of
loop density (5):
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

d rsmall defects
d d

¼ �k1$rsmall defects

d rdisl:loops
d d

¼ k1$rsmall defects � k2$rdisl:loops

d rdisl:lines
d d

¼ k2$rdisl:loops

(4)

cd>d0; rdisl:loops ¼ A0$k1$
e�k1$ðd�d0Þ � e�k2$ðd�d0Þ

k2 � k1
(5)

where:
- rsmall defects : small defect density [# mm�3]
- rdisl. loops : disl. loop density [# mm�3]
- rdisl. lines : disl. line density
- d: dose [ dpaKP]
- d0 : nucleation dose [ dpaKP]
- A0 : fitting constant [# mm�3]

Although this simple equation does not reflect the physics
behind the phenomena (ignore homogeneous nucleation, assumes
all small cluster and loop sizes react at the same rates, etc.), it fits
the density data well (they represent the solid lines in Fig. 13). For
both alloys, the rate constants are similar and their values are
k1 x 7 s�1 and k2 x 0.55 s�1. These constants were obtained by
fitting the data sets on Fig. 13 with equation (5). This suggests that
the growth rate is the same in both model materials, which was
previously illustrated by the analysis of individual defect growth.
The difference between the nucleation doses of 15Cr/15NieTi and
15Cr/25NieTi (d0 in the model) is equal to 0.6 dpaKP, which is close
to the values observed previously.

It was not determined from our study whether the loops formed
were interstitial or vacancy in nature. It is clear that only a small
percentage of defects participates in loop formation. A rough
calculation of the ratio of the number of atoms present in visible
loops to the total number of displaced atoms, at 1 dpaKP, gives a
value of about 0.02%. That is, only 2 � 10�4 atoms are not either
absorbed in sinks, recombining or accumulating in the lattice as
sub-visible defects. It is also noteworthy that a defect-free zone is
observed near the specimen edge, indicating that some defects are
lost to the surface, suggesting that the sample surface is an
important sink.

Because the interstitial mobility is higher than that of the va-
cancies [31], one possible mechanism for loop formation is that
interstitials migrate to the surface and are absorbed, leaving an
excess of vacancies which then cluster and collapse into dislocation
loops. In this case the effect of nickel would be to retard the
nucleation of vacancy loops, either by segregating to the loop and
increasing the stacking fault energy or by pinning the defects that
would normally migrate to the loops in the matrix. However once
the loops are nucleated, the growth rate in both alloys is similar,
suggesting that the migration of defect clusters to the loops is not
affected by Ni content.

The other possibility is that these are interstitial loops. In-
terstitials have a stronger elastic interaction with defect clusters
[32], which can result in a selection of interstitials to arrive at the
dislocation loops. In this case the vacancies would be preferentially
accumulating in the lattice as sub-visible defect clusters [26]. have
identified dislocation loops formed in austenitic steels under
neutron irradiation as being interstitial in nature. The fact that
cavities appear at high doses would support this hypothesis, if one
assumes that at high doses such sub-visible excess vacancy defects
would cluster and grow.



Fig. 14. Cavities at 20 dpaKP. (A) 15Cr/15NieTi underfocused; (B) 15Cr/15NieTi overfocused; (C) 15Cr/25NieTi underfocused; (D) 15Cr/25NieTi overfocused.
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5. Conclusions

The microstructure evolution under 1Me V Kr ion irradiation of
15Cr/15Ni and 15Cr/25Ni austenitic steels, both stabilized with ti-
tanium and aged 24 h at 800� C after a solution annealing, was
investigated in-situ. The observations of the irradiated micro-
structures lead to the following conclusions:

1. Dislocation loops evolve into three stages: nucleation, growth
and coalescence.

2. The majority of dislocation loops are found in {111} planes. A
smaller number of loops are located in {110} planes.

3. Nickel in solid solution increases the incubation dose of small
defect clusters.

4. Cavities, with a diameter lower than 5 nm, were observed in
thin areas of both model alloys at 20 dpaKP.
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Nomenclature

x damage value computed with SRIM [ dpaKPion�1 cm�1]
F ion flux [ions cm�2 s�1]
t irradiation time [s]
M sample molar mass [g mol�1]
r volumetric mass [g cm�3]
NA Avogadro number [mol�1]
rsmall defects small defect density [# mm�3]
rdisl. loops disl. loop density [# mm�3]
rdisl. lines disl. line density
d dose [ dpaKP]
d0 nucleation dose [ dpaKP]
ki rate constant [s�1]
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